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CONSTRAINTS ON SHEAR VELOCITY IN THE CRATONIC UPPER MANTLE 
FROM RAYLEIGH WAVE PHASE VELOCITY 
 
 
AARON C. HIRSCH 
 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
The standard model of the thermal and chemical structure of cratons has been 
scrutinized in recent years as additional data have been collected.  Recent seismological 
and petrological studies indicate that the notion of cratonic lithosphere as a thick thermal 
boundary layer with a very depleted and dehydrated composition may be overly 
simplified and does not explain all aspects of the seismological and petrological 
observations.  We designed a simple forward-modeling experiment to identify a suite of 
one-dimensional shear-velocity profiles that are representative of the cratonic upper 
mantle. The mean and standard deviation of phase velocities for Rayleigh waves that 
travel paths primarily over cratons were calculated from a global data set in the period 
range 40 to 300 seconds.  One-dimensional Earth models were calculated using two 
approaches, and the predicted Rayleigh wave phase velocity for each model was 
compared to the observed range to identify models that provide a satisfactory fit to the 
observations. With the first approach, shear velocity was predicted from cratonic 
geotherms that were calculated for a range of surface heat-flow and crustal-thickness 
values.  With the second approach, profiles of shear velocity were generated using 
random perturbations to 1-D global Earth model STW105.  In total 26250 geotherm-
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generated and 80,000 randomly generated 1-D Earth models were generated for 
comparison to the observations.  The results show that cratonic shear velocity is higher 
than STW105 to depths greater than 200 km.  The majority of randomly generated 
models contain increasing velocity with depth to 250-300 km while the majority of 
geotherm-generated models contain a low velocity layer in the depth range 100-150 km. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 CRATONS 
 Cratons are the ancient, cold, continental lithosphere interiors of the Earth.  
Cratons have existed at or near the surface of the continents since the Archean.  While the 
majority of the cratons formed during the Archean, Proterozoic cratons are believed to 
have been formed on the perimeters of existing cratons (Lee et al., 2010)].  These 
Proterzoic cratons are called “platforms” since the craton is not exposed at the surface but 
instead resides below a thick continental sedimentary package (Jordan, 1981).  No recent 
cratons or platforms have formed since the Proterozoic (Lee et al., 2010) implying that 
the thermal and/or tectonic conditions that allowed cratons to form in the past do not exist 
today.  It is widely believed that the properties of the cratonic lithosphere allow 
continental crust to avoid the fate of being recycled, unlike all oceanic plates (Lee et al., 
2010; Hirth et al., 2000).  The stability of the cratonic upper mantle has been attributed to 
a combination of high viscosity from a lack of water (Hirth et al., 2000) and a positive 
chemical buoyancy that offsets that negative thermal buoyancy of the thick thermal 
boundary layer.  Both of these factors likely resulted from partial melt removal (Carlson 
et al., 2005).   
Cratons are characterized by low values of surface heat flow relative to other 
tectonic regions (e.g., Pollack and Chapman, 1993).  This observation indicates that 
cratons contain a thick thermal boundary layer shielding the lithosphere from the hot 
asthenosphere below (Lee et al., 2010; Figure 1). 
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1.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES 
Seismological studies of cratons have mostly consisted of global body and surface 
wave studies.  Regional surface wave studies that have been performed on cratons have 
been limited in data coverage (e.g. Darbyshire, et al., 2013; Darbyshire et al., 2007) as 
cratons are inherently stable and are usually large distances from earthquake-generating 
plate boundaries or the datasets have been used to study a specific lithospheric feature 
(e.g. Fishwick et al., 2005).  Recent receiver-function studies have indicated a seismic 
discontinuity that cannot be produced solely by the thermal gradient (Rychert and 
Shearer, 2009; Fischer et al., 2010; Rychert et al., 2010).  Phase velocity inversions to 
shear velocity have been performed over cratons (e.g. Kustowski et al., 2008; 
Cammarano and Romanowicz, 2007).  Inversions of phase-velocity data require a starting 
model, and the details of this starting model can influence aspects of the final result.  For 
example, different profile shapes can be obtained by different inversions of the same data 
set (Figure 2).  Shear velocity profiles beneath cratons show evidence of wave speeds 
incompatible with our current understanding of the cratonic temperature gradient and 
shear velocity profiles that vary between cratons and authors (Chen et al., 2007) (Figure 
3).   
 
1.3 SCIENTIFIC QUESTION 
1.3.1 COMPARISON TO OTHER MODELS 
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 Various authors have generated 1-D shear velocity profiles of specific cratons 
through regional surface wave analysis and phase velocity inversions (Chen et al., 2007; 
Fishwick et al., 2005; Darbyshire et al., 2013; Kustowski et al., 2008).  These models 
vary from region to region, and for phase velocity inversions, author to author.  Our 
analysis of global surface waves over cratons will allow us to compare our results with 
those from other authors.  Do our models resemble the same shape and wave speed as 
other authors?  The shapes of these profiles can vary depending on the methodology.  We 
will look at how the shape of our models from geothermal and random modeling affects 
the results.  Does only one shear velocity profile shape fit the cratonic phase velocities or 
do multiple shapes work with our observations? 
 
1.3.2 CRATONIC STRUCTURE 
As described above, cratons have been shown to have been around for significant 
portion of earth’s history while other terrains have been recycled back into the mantle.  
Several mechanisms have been proposed for why cratons have survived plate tectonic 
recycling.  Lee et al. (2010) described three potential mechanisms for craton formation 
(Figure 4).  Each hypothesized model was required to share common traits that fit the 
known geochemical and geophysical evidence.  This included a dehydrated upper mantle 
that is rhealogically strong and can resist the surrounding mantle flow, a thick thermal 
boundary layer that can generate the surface heat signatures and prevent melting, and 
non-uniform crustal and mantle ages from multi-staged formation as noted in 
geochemical analysis of xenoliths from cratonic kimberlites pipes (Lee et al., 2010).  
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Each model would have specific density, viscosity, thermal, compositional, and 
mineralogical properties.  Using surface wave observations and forward modeling 
estimates will allow us to discriminate between these models, provide estimate bounds 
for density and viscosity, and determine which models are more likely at specific cratons 
or if there exists a single global model that is representative of all cratons. 
 
1.3.3 LITHOSPHERE-ASTHENOSPHERE BOUNDARY 
The depth to the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) beneath cratons has 
been elusive to image and not every study uses the same criteria to define the LAB.  
Receiver function studies have demonstrated a discontinuity beneath continents at 
~100km depth (e.g., Rychert et al., 2005; Rychert and Shearer, 2009).  While this does 
not correlate with geochemical and thermal estimates for the cratonic LAB, it may 
correspond to a boundary between the thermal and chemical boundary layers (Yuan and 
Romanowicz, 2010).  Ranges in depth to the LAB have been estimated between 200-
300km depth (e.g., Rudnick et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2005).  As the LAB is a rheological 
boundary, it cannot be directly sampled by seismic velocities but only inferred from other 
estimates.  Understanding the cratonic lithosphere would elucidate our understanding of 
the thermal evolution of the earth, mantle flow far from ridges and subduction zones, and 
continued craton longevity.  Through forward modeling, we can estimate LAB depth by 
comparing our 1-D shear velocity models to 1-D earth reference models. 
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1.4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Using an existing global dataset of Rayleigh wave phase velocities for specific 
fundamental mode periods, a global phase velocity average and regional averages were 
calculated.  Two forward modeling approaches were taken to constrain shear velocity in 
the upper mantle.  One, geotherms were calculated for cratons for a range of surface-heat-
flow values, mantle potential temperatures, and assumptions about radiogenic heat 
production in the crust and mantle.  These geotherms were converted into shear velocity 
profiles using the method of Jackson and Faul (2010) for several mantle grain size values 
and seismic periods.  Two, random perturbations to STW105 shear velocity, a 1-D earth 
model, were calculated and used to generate 80,000 separate Earth models.  In both 
scenarios, each forward model of shear velocity was transformed in phase velocity using 
the code MINEOS.  The predicted phase velocities were compared against our observed 
craton phase velocities to constrain a suite of Earth models that are consistent with the 
observations.  This comparison was performed separately for the average global craton, 
North American cratons, South America cratons, African cratons, and Australian craton.  
Each method of forward modeling produced similar results at depths greater than 100km 
depth.  At depths shallower than this, the geotherm models preferred a much faster shear 
velocity while the random models preferred a slower velocity more representative of 
STW105 or PREM (Preliminary Reference Earth Model). 
 
2. BACKGROUND 
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2.1 GEOTHERMS 
One method to constrain cratonic structure is temperature.  Geotherms use 
measurements of heat flow at the surface with additional subsurface estimates to 
constrain 1-D temperature from the surface thru the mantle.  These estimates include 
information about heat production in the upper crust, lower crust, and lithospheric 
mantle, thermal conductivity of the lithosphere, and volumetric heat production due to 
radioactive decay in the crust (Faul and Jackson, 2005).  Polyak and Smirnov (1968) 
were one of the first to recognize a relationship between heat flow and terrain, with 
higher heat flow from younger, more tectonically active terrain and lower heat flow for 
older, more stable tectonic provinces like cratons.  Cratonic geotherms have been 
generally characterized where surface heat flow is in equilibrium with the heat at the base 
of the lithosphere excluding radiogenic heating and consistently have the lowest heat 
flow measurements (Pollack and Chapman, 1993).  Mean heat flow in Archean cratons 
has been measured at an average 51.5 (Pollack et al., 1993) and 41 (Nyblade and Pollack, 
1993) mWm
-2
 with a standard deviation of 25.6 and 11, respectively, while platform 
terrains, which are sedimentary basin rocks overlying cratons, have a mean heat flow of 
58.3 and 46 mWm
-2
 with a standard deviation of 25.6 and 15, respectively.  The younger 
platforms are thought to be hotter due to higher heat production (Nyblade and Pollack, 
1993).  Temperature within cratons has been estimated using shear velocity (Fowler, 
2005), mantle xenoliths (Lee et al., 2011), and surface heat flow measurements (Rudnick 
et al., 1998).  Currently, temperature estimates for cratons at depth do not correlate with 
observed velocities (Dalton and Faul, 2010).   
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2.2 SURFACE WAVES 
Surface waves, specifically phase velocities from long period Rayleigh waves, 
have been used to constrain upper mantle temperature, mineralogical, and compositional 
properties (Fowler, 2005).  Surface waves are generated when an earthquake body wave 
interacts with the free-surface of the earth.  These waves have larger amplitudes and 
significantly longer durations than body waves (Fowler, 2005).  There are two types of 
surface waves, Rayleigh and Love waves, each named for the person who discovered 
them.  I will focus on Rayleigh waves, which is the primary data set for this thesis.  
Rayleigh waves, the motion of which is retrograde elliptical, are guided along the surface 
of the earth along a great circle path (Dahlen and Tromp, 1998).  The velocity of a 
surface wave at a specific frequency is called the group velocity while the velocity of a 
particular amplitude peak or trough within that group is called the phase velocity (Fowler, 
2005).  Phase velocities have been used in seismic analysis since the early 1950’s 
(Fowler, 2005).  The wave propagation of surface waves is dispersive because the 
different wave numbers and frequencies propagate at different velocities (Dahlen and 
Tromp, 1998).  In addition to velocity, each specific wave period of the Rayleigh surface 
wave samples and is most sensitive to a range of depths.  Longer period waves sample 
and contain more information about the deep structure of the earth while shorter periods 
sample the shallow lithosphere and crust (Fowler, 2005). 
Rayleigh waves are a great tool to sample and investigate the oldest parts of the 
continents.  Since they traverse the globe, their analysis depends less on source and 
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receiver location than the analysis of body waves does.  By utilizing a range of surface 
wave periods, one can sample cratons from the lower crust into the asthenosphere.  Using 
phase velocity information from cratons provides constraints for which we can test 
various geotherms and shear velocities.  This information will allow the author to bound 
and estimate cratonic mantle properties. 
 
 
3. DATA 
3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF DATA 
 The data used in this study are the path-averaged phase velocities of fundamental-
mode Rayleigh wave surface waves.  The entire data set includes phase velocities from 
12,121 earthquakes and 1,461 seismic stations located around the globe in the years from 
1991 to 2007 at 20 discrete periods ranging from 40 to 375 seconds (Figure 5).  The 
global phase velocity data set covers the entire earth with travel paths across ocean basins 
and active tectonic regions in addition to the stable platforms and cratons of interest to 
this study.  We therefore utilize a small subset of this global data set; the process of 
selecting surface-wave paths that primarily traverse cratons is described below.  The 
observations are perturbations in phase velocity away from the value predicted by the 
Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981).  
 Our final data set includes the period range 40-300 seconds.  Rayleigh waves at a 
specific period are sensitive to crust and mantle structure over a specific range of depths.  
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Shorter periods are sensitive to a narrower depth range at shallower depths, while longer 
periods are sensitive to a broader depth range at greater depths (Figure 6).  Our data set is 
most sensitive to the depth range 50-300 km in the mantle.  
 
3.2 DATA SELECTION 
 In order to have a Rayleigh wave data set that is primarily sensitive to cratonic 
upper mantle and that can readily be compared to predictions of phase velocity, we must 
transform the global observations in two ways.  One, we need to identify surface-wave 
paths that are primarily within cratons and limit any influence from other regions that 
may affect and skew our analysis.  Two, we need to convert the observed phase-velocity 
perturbations into absolute phase velocity. 
For the path selection, we discretized the earth into six regions using 5º x 5º bins 
using the tectonic parameterization GTR1 from Jordan (1981).  This regionalization 
scheme includes three oceanic regions (>100 m.y., 25-100 m.y, and <25m.y.) and three 
continental regions identified by tectonic history and age (Precambrian cratons, 
Phanerozoic platforms, and “recent” orogenic and magmatic areas) (Figure 7).  The 
fraction of each path length spent in each region was calculated for each earthquake-
receiver phase-velocity measurement, assuming travel along the great-circle path.  
Surface-wave paths that travel exclusively in Precambrian cratons do not exist in our data 
set.  Cratons make up only a small percentage of the earth’s lithosphere and are typically 
stable, which makes them non-seismogenic (Figure 7).  This means that we are required 
to use data that are influenced by other regions.  There is obviously a trade-off between 
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the stringency of our criteria (i.e., the extent to which we require a path to be primarily 
“cratonic”) and the number of paths that will meet our criteria.  Accepting only paths 
with 100% of their length through cratons yields zero paths, whereas accepting paths with 
≥0% of their length through cratons yields all possible paths, many of which may have 
little or no sensitivity to cratons.  Table 1 and Figure 8 summarize the number of 
qualifying paths, the average phase velocity, and the standard deviation of phase velocity 
for a range of criteria.  On the basis of this analysis, we determined that requiring 65%-
70% of the total path length be through cratons is sufficient (Table 1).  Below we 
demonstrate that our results and conclusions are not very sensitive to this choice.  One 
can see that the average phase velocity increases as the fraction of path length through 
cratons increases (Table 2).  We address this limitation further in the discussion section.  
We have performed this path selection for the global data set and for regional subsets of 
the global data set: North America cratons, South America cratons, African cratons, and 
Australian cratons (Table 3; Figure 9).  In addition, we have augmented the craton phase-
velocity data set by including paths with >65% of their length through either cratons or 
Phanerozoic platforms, which are slightly younger cratons with a thicker sedimentary 
rocks on the surface (Jordan, 1981).  This slight relaxation of the criteria allows a larger 
number of paths (Table 4).  In this thesis we focus on the global data set of primarily 
cratonic surface-wave paths; the individual regions and the combined data set of cratons 
and platforms are addressed in the Appendix. 
For converting the phase-velocity perturbations dc/c, we recall that they are 
expressed with respect to PREM:  
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                                                            (1) 
where c is absolute phase velocity (km/s) and c0 is the reference PREM phase velocity.  
Equation 1 can then be re-arranged into equation 2 to solve for absolute phase velocity at 
each period. 
   
  
 
   
                                                                    (2) 
 
4. FORWARD MODELING 
To constrain shear velocity in the cratonic upper mantle and evaluate the extent to 
which certain features are required by the data, we have designed a two-pronged model-
space search.  The “informed” approach, discussed below, uses realistic and reasonable 
constraints on the temperature structure of the cratonic upper mantle; these 1-D profiles 
of temperature are converted into shear velocity, using several scaling relations, to allow 
for comparison to the Rayleigh wave observations. 
The second approach uses randomly generated profiles of shear velocity with 
depth.  There are merits to both approaches.  The second approach frees us from the 
constraints imposed by an assumed thermal structure and temperature-velocity scaling, 
while the first approach recognizes that several data sets, including xenolith 
geothermobarometry and surface heat flow, and consideration of conductive cooling, do 
provide critically important information about upper-mantle thermal structure.  Using 
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both approaches will allow for various models parameters to be tested while not relying 
on one method over another. 
 
5. GEOTHERM MODELS 
5.1 METHODS 
5.1.1 GEOTHERM MODELING 
 
To calculate a geotherm representative of continental upper mantle, we follow the 
approach of Faul and Jackson (2005) and calculate the temperature at the base of the 
plate, Tb: 
      
  
 
   
  
  
                                                      (3) 
where subscripts t and b indicate the top and bottom of a given layer of thickness Δz, k is 
the thermal conductivity and ρH is the volumetric heat production.  Heat flow (q) is 
calculated using: 
                                                                           (4) 
and thermal conductivity (k) is a constant for the crust but calculated for the mantle 
lithosphere from: 
      
 
              
                                    (5) 
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Surface heat flow, thermal conductivity, and volumetric heat production 
measurements (Table 5) were compiled from Faul and Jackson (2005), Rudnick et al. 
(1998), Pollack et al. (1993), Nyblade and Pollack (1993), and Pollack and Chapman 
(1977).  Geotherms were required to intersect a mantle adiabat at depth (Figure 9).  
Geotherm variable combinations were discarded if the profile did not intersect a mantle 
adiabat.  While various mantle potential temperatures were tested, ultimately we use 
potential temperature = 1300ºC was used in the calculation of adiabatic temperature: 
         
    
  
                                                            (6) 
(e.g., Faul and Jackson, 2005), where T0 is the potential temperature, g is the acceleration 
due to gravity, αT is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and Cp is the specific heat at 
constant pressure.  As in Faul and Jackson (2005), 2.9x10
-5
K
-1
 was used for the 
coefficient of thermal expansion.  This is appropriate for shallower depths but 
overestimates the adiabatic temperature at depths greater than 200 km.  While artificially 
high temperatures in the mantle may result in an underestimation of shear velocity, this 
issue should have minimal effect on our results because we use a range of temperature-
velocity scaling relations.   
A total of 1750 different geotherms are calculated (Table 5), divided into five 
groups (with 350 geotherms in each group).  Within each group, five values of crustal 
thickness (30, 35, 40, 45, 50 km), six values of surface heat flow (25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 55 
mWm
-2
), and 10 values of mantle potential temperature (1275, 1300, 1325, 1350, 1375, 
1400, 1425, 1450, 1475, and 1500 ºC) are tested.  Groups are distinguished by variations 
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in heat production and thermal conductivity.  Variable set “Low” represents the lowest 
values for heat production and thermal conductivity, “Var3” has similar low values but 
the highest value for heat production in the lower crust out of the five variable sets.  
“Var5” differs from “Low” only in the thermal conductivity where it uses the highest 
value of 2.7 Wm
-1
K
-1, “Rud1” uses values as determined from Rudnick et al. (1998), and 
“Base” has the highest upper crust heat production by a factor of three (Table 5).   
For example, a geotherm profile for the “Low” variable set is calculated in four 
stages at 0.2 km depth increments.  First, the geotherm profile is calculated for the upper 
crust which is assumed to be the upper 10 km.  The initial temperature is the assumed 
surface heat flow measurements and other variables are from Table 5.  To calculate the 
lower crust geotherm, the temperature at 10 km depth from the upper crust is used as the 
initial temperature and the process is repeated at 0.2 km increments from 10km to the 
depth of total crustal thickness.  Next, the temperature at the deepest depth from the 
lower crust geotherm is used as the initial temperature for the mantle geotherm profile.  
This processes is repeated a third time at 0.2 km increments to a depth of 400 km.  The 
three profiles are then combined in depth.  Where the profile intersects the mantle 
potential temperature adiabat at depth, the adiabat temperature is used. 
Each of these geotherms was then compared with a worldwide xenocryst dataset 
from kimberlites in cratons compiled by Lee et al. (2011).  The comparison served to 
validate any future shear velocity matches to the observed data to see if it also fit known 
petrologic data.  This comparison is used only after identification of matches. 
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To compare the modeled geotherms to the observed phase velocity measurements, 
shear velocity is calculated for each temperature profile.  Initial testing of converting 
temperature at depth into shear velocity used the formula from Stixrude and Lithgow-
Bertelloni (2005): 
                  
 
     
                      (7) 
 However, this equation was derived for oceanic upper mantle and does not 
account for anelastic affects at temperatures above 800ºC (Jackson and Faul, 2010).  We 
instead use the parameterization derived from experimental data by Jackson and Faul 
(2010).  This equation takes into account seismic period, temperature, and grain size.  In 
applying this equation to our temperature profiles, we test a range of grain sizes and 
seismic periods.  We tested three grain sizes (1, 50, and 100 mm) and five seismic 
periods (1, 25, 50, 100, and 200 seconds) similar to those in Dalton and Faul (2010) 
except for large deviation; 100 mm is outside the range of tested and extrapolated grain 
sizes used in the parameterization by Jackson and Faul (2010) (Figure 10).  This yields 15 
separate temperature-velocity scaling relations in the depth range from 0 to 400 km that, 
when applied to the 1750 geotherms (350 per each variable combination), yields 26250 
separate 1-D shear-velocity profiles to evaluate against the observations (Figure 11).  In 
addition, the same 26250 1-D shear-velocity profiles were generated but the top 24.4 km 
was replaced by PREM architecture.  This will be referred to as “slow crust” as compared 
to the original 1-D temperature derived shear-velocity profiles that exhibit a “fast crust”.  
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Each shear velocity calculation was then transformed into phase velocity using 
the code MINEOS which calculates the eigen function and eigen values of each geotherm 
shear velocity profile.  MINEOS requires a 1-D Earth model, like PREM, that contains 
eight parameters defined from the center to the surface of the Earth: density, horizontally 
and vertically polarized P-wave speed (VPH and VPV), horizontally and vertically 
polarized S-wave speed (VSH and VSV), shear and bulk quality factors (Qμ and Qκ), and a 
final term related to anisotropy (η).  For each 1-D geotherm Earth model, shear velocity 
is calculated as described above and added to the PREM value of VSV and VSH 
respectively; the magnitude and difference between VSH and VSV is preserved as a 
function of depth.  All other parameters are unchanged from their values in PREM.  
 
5.1.2 COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND PREDICTED PHASE VELOCITY 
The calculated phase velocity dispersion curves from the geotherm generated 
models were compared to the observed phase velocity dispersion curves for global 
cratons over the period range of 40-250 seconds.  Since the periods at which we have 
phase-velocity observations are not identical to the periods determined from the eigen-
frequencies of the 1-D Earth models, we use predicted phase velocity at the period 
nearest to the observed periods; typically the difference is less than 2 seconds.  If the 
phase velocities predicted for a particular 1-D Earth model have values that fall within 
one standard deviation of the mean observed phase velocity at all periods, that 1-D Earth 
model is considered to be an acceptable match.  The "a posteriori" surface-histogram 
graphs (Figure 12) summarize the Voigt-averaged isotropic shear velocity (VS=[2*VSV + 
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VSH]/3) for all geotherm models that meet these criteria.  To generate the surface 
histogram that summarizes the geotherm generated 1-D models, the distribution of shear 
velocities is calculated using 120 bins in the range 3 to 6 km/s with bin width 0.25 km/s.  
For depth the bin width corresponds to the depth interval contained in the 1-D models 
(typically 4 km in the shallow mantle, 6 km at depths below 80 km) utilizing 66 bins the 
depth range 30 to 400 km.  
Separate "a posteriori" distributions are generated for each of the geotherm model 
groups.  Thus, the "a posteriori" distribution for each prescribed geotherm variable set 
corresponds to the number of models selected (N), on the basis of their fit to the observed 
data, out of the 26250 models considered. 
Average 1-D VS profiles were determined from each surface histogram.  To 
calculate these profiles, at each depth, in model space, the VS value corresponding to the 
highest density in the a posteriori distributions is selected.  The selection was performed 
separately for each of the five geotherm model variations.  The resulting five 1-D VS 
profiles from the geotherm models were then averaged to obtain summary 1-D geotherm 
VS profile.   
 
5.2 RESULTS 
In this section the results of the model-space search using geotherm-generated 
forward models is summarized.  Predictions of the models are compared to the observed 
phase velocities, which have been selected by including Rayleigh wave travel paths with 
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at least 70% of their length through cratons.  Additionally, results, utilizing the same 
methodology described above, from regional cratons are described in Appendix A. 
5.2.1 A PRIORI MODELS 
For each geotherm variable set (Low, Var3, Var5, Rud1, and Base), 5250 
geotherm derived shear velocities were generated (Figure 12).  For each geotherm 
variable set, the temperature profiles were converted into shear velocity using the 
parameterization of Jackson and Faul (2010) utilizing 15 pairs of seismic period and 
grain size values, resulting in 15 1-D shear velocity Earth models for each geotherm.  
Distribution of the temperature derived shear velocity with depth is variable (Figure 12).  
At depths less than 40km, the distribution of shear velocity narrows significantly.  This is 
due, in part, to the how the geotherms were calculated.  Velocities would vary more at 
shallow depths if higher values of surface heat flow were used in the geotherm 
calculations (Table 5).  Higher values of surface heat flow were excluded because they 
are incompatible the range of acceptable cratonic surface heat flow measurements as 
described in the literature (e.g., Rudnick et al., 1998).  The variable set “Low”, has a 
velocity range, between 40 and 400 km depth, of 4.2 km/s to approximately 5 km/s.  This 
model set does show a velocity profile shape with a low velocity zone (LVZ) or a near 
constant velocity.  This same shape is also seen in variable set “Var5” which also shows a 
similar velocity range and distribution.  Variable sets, “Var3”, “Rud1”, and “Base”, have 
velocity ranges between 4.3 km/s and 5.4 km/s and have profile shapes with an LVZ, 
near constant velocity with depth, and an increasing velocity with depth.  The number of 
profiles that have constant or increasing velocities with depth are minimal compared to 
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the number of profiles that exhibit a LVZ.  The surface-histogram plots (Figure 12) show 
all shear velocity profiles and do not exclude those that are not within the craton 
xenocryst range. 
 
5.2.2 A POSTERIORI MODELS 
The number of geotherm-generated models that provide an acceptable fit to the 
observed global craton phase-velocity curves is small.  In total, there were 25 matches out 
of 26250 earth models tested (Table 7).  All of the a posteriori models were generated by 
geotherms that are within an acceptable range geothermobarometric constrains provided 
by the xenolith data (Figure 10).  These a posteriori models had the standard geotherm 
crustal velocities, which were relatively high (Figure 13).  Instead, when we used crustal 
shear velocities from PREM at depths < 24.4 km, no models were found that can provide 
an acceptable fit to the observed mean phase-velocity curves within +/- one standard 
deviation.  When we allowed for a larger range of predicted phase-velocity curves by 
requiring phase velocity matches at only 14 periods instead of 16, there were 95 
geotherm-generated models that can fit the observations, and correspond to geotherms 
that overlap with the temperature and pressure constraints provided by the xenolith data 
(Figure 14).  That is an increase from the standard geotherm model, though geotherms 
with fast shallow velocities were not tested against the observed phase velocity at only 14 
periods.  Regardless, the geotherm-generated models with slow shallow PREM velocities 
did not match at all periods as compared the geotherm-generated models with fast 
shallow velocities which had matches in three of the five geotherm variable sets.  Each 
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variable set had at least one match for the fast velocities except for variable set “var5” 
and “rud1”.  With more relaxed constraints, the geotherm-generated models with slow 
shallow velocities had matches in each variable set.  Geotherm matches with a shallow 
fast velocity all had the same general shape with a LVZ centered around 150 km depth.  
The shear velocity at 40 km depth was slightly slower than at 400 km depth.  The shear 
velocity profile matches with slow shallow velocities had a shallower LVZ than the 
generic geotherm matches (Figure 14). 
 
5.2.3 AVERAGE 1-D VELOCITY 
The 1-D shear-velocity profiles obtained from the surface histograms are 
summarized in Figures 15-17.  In general these profiles retain the characteristics of the “a 
posteriori” results discussed above.  The profiles derived from the geotherm-generated 
models have a jagged stair step shape as a result of the binning process of the surface 
histograms and the required depth interval in the initial PREM model.  The profiles 
corresponding to geotherm-generated models with faster shear velocity at shallow depths 
are largely similar and contain a LVZ at 150 -175 km depth (Figure 15).  The 1-D shear 
velocity profiles corresponding to geotherm-generated models with a slow crust have are 
also largely similar to each other and contain a LVZ at 125 km depth (Figure 16).   
 
6. RANDOM MODELS 
6.1 METHODS 
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6.1.1 RANDOM MODELING 
In addition to the geotherm models described above, a total of 80,000 randomly 
generated 1-D profiles of shear velocity were evaluated against the observations.  These 
1-D profiles can be grouped into four sets of 20,000 models each.  For all 80,000 models, 
the global 1-D Earth model STW105 (Kustowski et al., 2008) is used as the reference 
model with respect to which the perturbations are calculated.  For 20,000 models, the 
perturbations are confined to the depth range 24.4-200 km; values of shear velocity at 
depths outside of this range are forced to the values in STW105.  A separate set of 20,000 
models is generated for which the perturbations are confined to a slightly broader depth 
range, 24.4-300 km.  Two additional sets of 20,000 models each contain perturbations 
restricted to depth ranges 24.4-400 km and 24.4-500 km, respectively.  With these four 
sets of models we can explore how the velocity anomalies associated with cratons depend 
on the depth range over which they are allowed to vary.  
The perturbations to STW105 as a function of depth are parameterized using a 
quartic function (fourth-degree polynomial): 
  
 
                                                                   (8) 
where A, B, C, D, and E are randomly generated coefficients and z is depth 
normalized by the maximum depth in the interval of interest.  For example, for models 
containing perturbations in the depth range 24.4-300 km, z=0.0813 and z=1 at the top and 
bottom of the depth interval, respectively.  To obtain a 1-D model, a trial model is first 
calculated by randomly generating the five coefficients, which have values in the range -1 
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to +1.  For the results described here, δv/v = 0 at z=1 (i.e., the 1-D model is forced to 
return to STW105 at the bottom of the prescribed depth range), which in practice is 
accomplished by determining which value of A satisfies this criterion.  Thus, for these 
models, A is not randomly generated.  If the absolute value of δv/v exceeds 20% (or 30% 
for certain scenarios) at any point in the prescribed depth range, the trial model is 
discarded and the program generates a new set of coefficient values.  This process is 
repeated until an acceptable trial model can be found; the program writes out 10,000 trial 
models at a time.  The limit -0.2 ≤ δv/v ≤ 0.2 is imposed to remove highly unrealistic 
Earth models (Figure 17). 
While the results presented in this thesis are focused on the 80,000 1-D models 
described above, arriving at this particular approach required quite a bit of trial and error.  
For example, our initial strategy for the randomly generated models involved a random 
perturbations with respect to PREM (instead of STW105) in three depth ranges (40-250 
km, 20-300 km, and 10-400 km), with the requirement that the perturbation to PREM 
(e.g., 0.95, 1.12, etc.) must be constant over the entire depth range of interest.  However, 
we found that these profiles were too rigid and did not contain enough variability.  
Furthermore, we prefer to use perturbations with respect to STW105 instead of PREM, as 
STW105 varies smoothly as a function of depth and contains fewer discontinuities.  A 
second strategy again involved random perturbations with respect to PREM.  In this case 
a separate random perturbation was used for each depth in the model.  Although it was 
possible to identify 1-D models that provided a satisfactory fit to the observations, the 
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shear velocity profiles, many of which oscillated wildly as a function of depth, were not 
realistic representations of the true Earth.  
The final step was to calculate the eigen-functions and eigen-values of each Earth 
model using MINEOS.  Doing so requires a 1-D Earth model that contains eight 
parameters defined from the center to the surface of the Earth: density, horizontally and 
vertically polarized P-wave speed (VPH and VPV), horizontally and vertically polarized S-
wave speed (VSH and VSV), shear and bulk quality factors (Qμ and Qκ), and a final term 
related to anisotropy (η).  For each 1-D Earth model, δv/v is calculated as described 
above and added to the STW105 value of VSV; we preserve the magnitude of the 
difference between VSH and VSV as a function of depth that is contained in STW105 and 
calculate VSH accordingly.  We also preserve the ratios VPV/VSV and VPH/VSH that are 
contained in STW105 and calculate VPV and VPH accordingly.  All other parameters are 
unchanged from their values in STW105.  
 
6.1.2 COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND PREDICTED PHASE VELOCITY 
The calculated phase velocity dispersion curves from the randomly generated 
models were compared to the observed phase velocity dispersion curves for global 
cratons over the period range of 40-250 seconds.  Since the periods at which we have 
phase-velocity observations are not identical to the periods determined from the eigen-
frequencies of the 1-D Earth models, we use predicted phase velocity at the period 
nearest to the observed periods; typically the difference is less than 2 seconds.  If the 
phase velocities predicted for a particular 1-D Earth model have values that fall within 
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one standard deviation of the mean observed phase velocity at all periods, that 1-D Earth 
model is considered to be an acceptable match.  The "a posteriori" surface-histogram 
graphs (e.g., Figure 18) summarize the Voigt-averaged isotropic shear velocity 
(VS=[2*VSV + VSH]/3) for all models that meet these criteria.  To generate the surface 
histogram that summarizes the randomly generated 1-D models, the distribution of shear 
velocities is calculated using 120 bins in the range 3 to 6 km/s with bin width 0.25 km/s.  
For depth the bin width corresponds to the depth interval contained in the 1-D models 
(typically 4 km in the shallow mantle, 6 km at depths below 80 km) utilizing 33 bins in 
the range 30 to 200 km, 40 at 30 to 300 km, 66 at 30 to 400 km, and 83 at 30 to 500 km.   
Separate "a posteriori" distributions are generated for each of the four prescribed 
depth ranges.  Thus, the "a posteriori" distribution for the 30-200 km prescribed depth 
range corresponds to the number of models selected (N), on the basis of their fit to the 
observed data, out of the 20,000 models considered.  Similarly, the a posteriori 
distribution contains N models out of 20,000 considered for the 30-300 km range, N out 
of 20,000 for the 30-400 km range, and N out of 20,000 for the 30-500 km range. 
Average 1-D VS profiles were determined from each surface histogram.  To 
calculate these profiles, at each depth the VS value corresponding to the highest density 
in the a posteriori distributions is selected.  The selection was performed separately for 
each of the four prescribed depth ranges.  The resulting four 1-D VS profiles from the 
random models were then averaged to obtain summary 1-D VS profiles.   
 
6.1.3 FORWARD MODEL VALIDATION 
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To test the validity of our methods above, the same random models were 
compared to the average phase velocity dispersion curves from the entire global database 
(i.e, not selected for travel through a particular tectonic setting).  This theoretically should 
represent a global phase velocity dispersion curve of the upper mantle, and the resulting 
suite of acceptable models (a posteriori) can be compared to published 1-D global Earth 
models like PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) and STW105 (Kustowski et al, 
2008).  
 
6.1.4 MODEL SENSITIVITY 
The number of “a priori” models used in the comparison with the observed 
cratonic Rayleigh wave phase velocity was also tested to determine the sensitivity of the 
“a posteriori” results.  Subsets of the “a priori” models were compared to the observed 
Rayleigh wave phase velocities.  A priori subsets were randomly selected equally from 
the original “a priori” models generated with absolutes value of δv/v less than 20% and 
30% for the same depth range.  This was completed for all depth ranges (24.4 – 200, 24.4 
– 300, 24.4 – 400, and 24.4 – 500 km).  Each of the ten “a priori” subsets (15000, 10000, 
5000, 2000, and 1000) was then compared to the observed cratonic Rayleigh wave phase 
velocities as described in 5.1.2 and average and summary 1-D VS profiles were 
generated.  Each of the ten averages for each subset was further averaged to compare 
against the original “a posteriori” results which used 20,000 random “a priori” models. 
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6.2 RESULTS 
In this section the results of the model-space search using randomly generated 
forward models is summarized.  Predictions of the models are compared to the observed 
phase velocities, which have been selected by including Rayleigh wave travel paths with 
at least 70% of their length through cratons.  Additionally, results, utilizing the same 
methodology described above, from regional cratons are described in Appendix A. 
 
6.2.1 A PRIORI MODELS 
For the randomly generated models, 20,000 models were generated in each depth 
interval (Table 6 and 8).  Half of the models in each depth interval were allowed to 
contain variations up to 30% from the starting model (STW105) while the other 10,000 
were allowed to vary up to 20%.  Each depth interval (24.4 – 200, - 300, - 400, - 500) has 
shear velocity range from approximately 3 km/s to 6 km/s which is significantly wider 
than the range spanned by the geotherm-generated models.  The most extreme velocities 
(3 – 4 km/s and 5 – 6 km/s) were generated by the model runs that allowed perturbations 
up to 30% from STW105.  The inner band of velocities (4 – 5 km/s) includes models 
generated by allowing perturbations up to 20% and up to 30% from STW.  Since the 
model perturbation was forced to be zero at the base of each depth range, the a priori 
histograms (Figure 18) show a distinct pinching of the velocity distribution at the base of 
the depth interval.  Models for which the velocity perturbations can extend to 400 or 500 
km show a more variable velocity distribution than the models for which the velocity 
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perturbations are confined to 200 or 300 km. In addition, randomly generated models 
contain the 410-km discontinuity that is a feature of both STW105 and PREM.  
 
6.2.2 A POSTERIORI MODELS 
The number of randomly generated Earth models that provide an acceptable fit to 
the observed phase velocities was greater than the number of acceptable models found for 
the geotherm-generated models (Table 8).  In total, 61 randomly generated Earth models 
out of 80,000 matched the observed craton phase velocities within +/- one standard 
deviation.  The majority of these models contain shear velocity at depths < 50 km that is 
similar to the starting model STW105 (Figure 19).  When the velocity perturbations are 
confined to the depth interval 24.4 – 200 km, the a posteriori models show a wider range 
of shear-velocity values at depths < 60 km depth and a more significant and pronounced 
high-velocity “hump” at depths 100-150 km.  At greater depths the acceptable models are 
constrained by the requirement that velocity perturbations equal zero at depths > 200 km.  
When the velocity perturbations are confined to a larger depth interval, the a posteriori 
models do not contain such dramatically high velocities at depths < 150 km.  All of these 
models show higher velocity than STW105 at depths < 300 km.  They also show constant 
or increasing velocity with depth at depths < 300 km.  
 
6.2.3 AVERAGE 1-D VELOCITY 
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The 1-D shear-velocity profiles obtained from the surface histograms are 
summarized in Figures 20-21.  In general these profiles retain the characteristics of the “a 
posteriori” results discussed above.  The 1-D shear-velocity profiles derived from the 
randomly generated models contain several intriguing features.  One, the profile 
corresponding the scenario wherein velocity perturbations are confined to depths < 200 
km has very high velocity at depths 100-150 km, which is not the case for the other three 
scenarios that allow velocity perturbations to greater depths.  Two, the profiles 
corresponding to scenarios that allow velocity perturbations to depths of 300, 400, and 
500 km are very similar to each other.  Three, these profiles contain flat or positive 
velocity gradients with depth, in marked contrast to the shape of the a posteriori 
geotherm-generated models (Figure 21).  
 
7. DISCUSSION 
7.1 FORWARD MODELING COMPARISON 
7.1.1 GEOTHERM MODELING 
The 1-D geotherm and random shear velocity forward models differ significantly 
from each other (Figure 21).  Each geotherm-derived shear velocity variable sets for both 
a fast and slow crust, have the same shape and LVZ location (Figure 15; 16).  No one 
geotherm variable set was more correct except where there are no “Var5” or “Rud1” 
matches for the geotherm-derived shear velocity profiles with a fast crust.  There were no 
matches at all periods considered (40 – 250s) within 1 standard deviation of the  observed 
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average cratonic Rayleigh wave phase velocities for the geotherm-derived shear velocity 
profiles with a slow PREM crust which suggests that the observed phase velocities 
require a fast crust if there is an LVZ required in the shear velocity profile.  Shear 
velocity matches to the observed Rayleigh wave phase velocities over cratons for a slow 
crust only occurred when the number of phase velocity periods use to compare against 
the observed average cratonic phase velocities was reduced from 16 to 14.  The slow 
crust should not be disregarded as a viable model.  The PREM velocities and structure, 
which was used to replace the top 24.4 km of the geotherm-derived shear velocity 
profiles may have shear velocities that are too slow.  Other 1-D earth models can be used 
to test if slightly faster shallow shear velocities would generate matches at all phase 
velocity periods.  In addition, the geotherm-derived shear velocity profiles with a slow 
crust do show that geotherms calculated with craton specific temperature estimates 
require fast shear velocities in the upper 24.4 km when an LVZ is observed at depth. 
 
7.1.2 RANDOM MODELING 
The average 1-D random earth model shear velocity profiles for each depth range 
are all consistent with each other except for the depth range 24.4 – 200 km.  The 
shallowest depth range of 24.4 – 200 km is slower by 0.2 km/s in the shallow mantle 
compared to the other depth ranges while it is faster by approximately 0.2 km/s at 150 km 
depth.  The observed average Rayleigh wave phase velocities require a fast shear velocity 
below 200 km depth but the random model pins back to STW105 below 200 km at a 
slower shear velocity (Figure 20).  To compensate for the lack of a fast shear velocity 
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below 200 km depth, the acceptable randomly generated shear velocity models for the 
depth range 24.4 – 200 km must be faster at shallower depths than is true for the other 
scenarios.  The shape of the summary 1-D random shear velocity earth model may have 
been influenced by this fast velocity hump.  The summary 1-D shear velocity average 
shows a slight elongated high velocity zone (HVZ) at the same depth range as the 24.4 - 
200 km depth range velocity bump (Figure 20).  Removing this feature from the average 
would create a 1-D profile with constant/increasing shear velocity with depth.  Depth 
ranges 30 - 300, 30 – 400, and 30 – 500 km are all consistent within 0.1 km/s.  This 
consistent shear velocity profile for the random earth models strengthens the argument 
that the 1-D random earth model results are a good representation of the observed data. 
As described above in section 6.1.3, a validation test was performed to test our 
methods.  As seen in Figure 22, the summary 1-D average shear velocity tracks STW105 
extremely well.  This validation test shows the strength and reliability in our random 
shear velocity modeling.  Observed global Rayleigh wave phase velocity averages, 
determined at periods of interest and compared to our randomly generated earth model 
phase velocities, generate a 1-D profile of the earth.  As this validation test shows, this 
method could be used to determine 1-D shear velocities for other tectonic regions. 
In addition to the validation test, a sensitivity test was completed as described in 
6.1.4.  Each subset summary 1-D average shear velocity (“a priori” subsets of 15000, 
10000, 5000, 2000 and 1000) was compared to the summary 1-D average shear velocity 
determined from the original 20000 random “a priori” earth models (Figure 23).  The 
summary 1-D average of shear velocity does depend on the number of models.  As the 
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number of “a priori” models is reduced from 20,000, the “a posteriori” models are 
impacted.  A posteriori shear velocity matches to the observed Rayleigh wave phase 
velocities could not be obtained consistently for all depth ranges.  The number of phase 
velocity periods used to compare against similar periods of the observe craton phase 
velocities were systematically reduced from 16 to as low as 13 periods.  This makes sense 
as out of 20000 models for the depth range 24.4 – 300 and 500 km depths only 4 and 8 
shear velocity profiles fit the observed average cratonic phase velocities.  It appears that 
20000 “a priori” models is the minimum number of randomly generated shear velocities 
needed in this analysis.  Additional testing should be done to determine the appropriate 
minimum number of “a priori” models needed.  
 
7.1.3 MODEL COMPARISON 
Shear velocity estimates of cratons from the two different forward modeling 
methods resulted in two different summary 1-D shear velocity profiles.  The geotherm-
derived shear velocity models contain several assumptions about the thermal properties 
and composition of the earth from the surface to 400 km depth while the randomly 
generated shear velocity profiles assume STW105 velocity and structure at depths 
shallower than 24.4 km.  The observed cratonic Rayleigh wave phase velocities should 
not be sensitive to the near-surface based on the periods of interest (40 – 250 s) (Figure 
6).  The observed phase velocities do not require a single 1-D shear velocity profile based 
on the two forward modeling methods.  The summary 1-D geotherm-derived shear 
velocity average requires a very fast velocity in the uppermost mantle with an LVZ at the 
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depth where the geotherm meets the mantle adiabat.  The summary 1-D random shear 
velocity earth model has slower STW105 crust from 24.4 km to the surface and a 
constantly increasing velocity with depth.  At 115 km depth, the geotherm and random 1-
D shear velocity profiles crossover and stay within 0.1 km/s at deeper depths.  The two 
summary 1-D shear velocity profiles crossover again at 250 km depth.  The two summary 
1-D shear velocity profiles are most different above the first crossover.  This can be 
contributed to the geotherm where it is not possible to generate a positive velocity 
gradient in the upper 100 km (Faul and Jackson, 2005).  This is due to the high upper 
mantle temperature gradients which gives a negative velocity gradient.  To get close to a 
positive velocity gradient, a geotherm profile must intersect the adiabat at 300 – 400 km 
depth, but the same profiles match the known xenoliths database very poorly; these 
geotherm profiles are far below the xenolith constraints.  “A priori” geotherm-derived 
shear velocity models were produced that had constant or positive velocity gradients with 
depth but none matched the observed data.  Taking this into account, the two profiles 
(geotherm and random) are similar at depths below 100 km and show that craton shear 
velocity must be constant to slightly increasing with depth.   
One method to test the necessity of fast or slow crustal shear velocities would be 
to perform additional random forward modeling sets with a 4-degree polynomial but 
allow the shear velocities vary between the depth range from 0 – 400 km depth, pinned at 
400 km.  This would allow the randomly generated shear velocities to determine if either 
fast or slow velocities are preferred and remove any crustal shear velocity bias.  The 
pinned depth should not bias the shear velocities further as long as the “a priori” has good 
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distribution.  One could remove the pinning requirement discussed above and instead 
require any random profiles that do not approach STW105 at 400 km depth be 
eliminated, within a certain level of disagreement with STW105 at the bottom depth of 
the depth range. 
 
7.2 COMPARISON TO OTHER RESULTS 
Several authors have generated 1-D shear velocity profiles for specific cratons 
around the globe (Figure 3).  The summary 1-D average shear velocity earth model 
generated from the random forward modeling method generally aligns with the other 
known 1-D shear velocity profiles.  The shape of the summary 1-D random average shear 
velocity profile is similar to that of Fishwick et al., 2005 and Kustowski et al., 2008 
profiles for the Canadian Shield as well as 1-D craton profiles extracted from the global 
model S362ANI (Kustowski et al., 2008) (Figure 24b) while geotherm-derived summary 
1-D average shear velocity profile matches poorly with most other 1-D cratonic shear 
velocity profiles except Cammarano et al., (2007).  Kustowski et al., (2008) showed 
generally increasing shear velocity with depth (Figure 3) while Cammarano et al., (2007) 
had an LVZ below 200km depth and initially decreasing velocities.  The 1-D shear 
velocity profile by Cammarano et al., (2007) generally matches with the geotherm-
derived summary 1-D shear velocity profile but the LVZ is deeper.  The summary 1-D 
random average shear velocity profile shape matches well to craton models by Chen et 
al., (2007) and Kustowski et al., (2008), but overall the summary 1-D shear velocity 
profile are slower than their counterparts by 0.1 km/s.  This may be a product of our 
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measured observed cratonic phase velocities (Figure 9) where we could only obtain 
craton path coverage of 70% while still maintaining an appropriate number of paths and 
seismic periods.  Up to 30% of the Rayleigh wave phase velocity path traveled across a 
slower region (hot and actively tectonic regions or ocean basins) which may have slowed 
the path-averaged phase velocity dispersion.  With better coverage and near 100% path 
coverage across cratons the observed data may be faster and match better with the other 
known 1-D shear velocity profiles. 
The shape of 1-D craton shear velocity models varies by author and region 
(Figure 3).  The results of the randomly generated and geotherm-derived 1-D shear 
velocity models demonstrate two possible shapes (Figure 21).  The randomly generated 
summary 1-D shear velocity profile has a shape with velocity constantly increasing with 
depth while the geotherm-derived summary 1-D shear velocity has a single LVZ.  While 
the geotherm-derived shear velocity models have only one shape, the “a priori” 
randomly-generated shear velocity profiles can have many shapes developed from a 4
th
-
order polynomial.  The 1-D random shear velocity profile shapes that match with the 
observed Rayleigh wave phase velocities varies by depth range (Figure 25 and 26).  
Though the 1-D shear velocities in the depth range of 24.4 – 200 km have the most 
matches, all of the randomly-generated 1-D shear velocity profiles have the same shape 
of various magnitudes.  The depth ranges of 24.4 – 300 km and 24.4 – 400 km have 
random 1-D shear velocity profile matches with various shapes (Figure 25 and 26).  In 
the depth range of 24.4 – 300 km has three principal 1-D shear velocity profile shapes; 
one, constant velocity increasing with depth, two, slow shallow velocities with a peak 
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shear velocity hump at ~150 km depth followed by a velocity decrease, and three, fast 
shallow velocities with an LVZ at ~100 km followed by increasing velocity.  The first 
and second shape in the depth range of 24.4 – 300 km is also dominant in the depth range 
of 24.4 – 400 km.  The same dominant 1-D shear velocity profile shape shared by the 
depth range 24.4 – 300 km and 24.4 – 400 km are also the primary shape in the depth 
range of 24.4 – 500 km depth, though the shear velocity hump in the first shape is more 
stretched out over the depth range compared to the other depth ranges.  Though the 
summary 1-D random average shear velocity profile has a single shape, it is actually 
representative and the average of two or three shapes depending on the depth range of 
interest. 
 
7.3 CRATON STRUCTURE 
The average cratonic thermal, compositional, and mineralogical properties can be 
estimated from the summary 1-D geotherm-derived shear velocity average and the 1-D 
geotherms corresponding to the 1-D geotherm-derived shear velocity matches.  Shear 
velocity is a good proxy for temperature.  Seismic velocities slow down in hotter material 
and speed up in cooler.  The average geotherm temperature, averaged from the 
corresponding 1-D geotherm-derived shear velocity matches to the observed Rayleigh 
wave phase velocities, shows an temperature range of 800 - 1400 C at depths greater than 
100 km (Figure 27).  This is consistent with peridotite xenoliths by Rudnick et al., (1998) 
but hotter than the temperature range of 600 – 1300 C at 150km inferred by Artemieva 
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and Mooney (2001).  Though this is hotter than some of the mantle xenoliths data used in 
the analysis, it is still within the range of the dense band of xenoliths points (Figure 10).  
In addition, the 1-D geotherm matches are also on the shallow side of the mantle xenolith 
data.  The geotherm-derived temperature range for cratons is significantly colder than 
more recent active tectonic areas like the Western United States (Goes and van der Lee, 
2002).  This can infer that cratons are thick which shields the lithosphere from the hot 
asthenosphere below.  In addition, cratons of significant age have much reduced thermal 
production than new crust and lithosphere.  These results may be biased as the mantle 
adiabat used in the geotherm generation are over-estimated below 200 km depth which 
will underestimate shear velocity in the parameterization (Faul and Jackson, 2005). 
Compositionally, mineral grain size was used in the parameterization from 
temperature to shear velocity (Faul and Jackson, 2010).  None of the geotherms with the 
shear velocity parameterization grain size of 1 mm had any matches to the observed 
Rayleigh wave phase velocity suggesting that this may be too small for minerals in the 
upper mantle.  This may be biased as the entire geotherm was completed using a single 
grain size throughout the entire profile instead of varying with depth.  There is a small 
correlation between the mantle potential temperature and mineral grain size matches.  As 
mantle potential temperature increases, there is a greater likely-hood of larger grain sizes.   
The geotherm-derived shear velocity matches, with fast crustal velocities, had 
specific traits.  In general, the matches had surface heat flow of 30, 45, and 50 mWm
-2
 
with an average of 44 mWm
-2
.  This is in line with previous measurements of cratonic 
surface heat flow (e.g. Pollack et al., 1993; Rudnick et al., 1998; Nyblade and Pollack 
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1992; Nyblade and Pollack, 1993).  The surface heat flow matches correlate with mantle 
potential temperatures (Figure 28).  With increasing mantle potential temperature the 
corresponding surface heat flow increases.  There is no correlation between crustal 
thickness and any other temperature variable in the geotherm calculation or shear velocity 
parameterization.  In addition, there is a small correlation between grain size and surface 
heat flow but additional grain sizes would need to be tested to determine a true 
correlation (Figure 28). 
 
7.4 LITHOSPHERE-ASTHENOSPHERE BOUNDARY 
The lithosphere asthenosphere boundary (LAB) is difficult to determine using 
surface waves.  Surface wave periods are sensitive to a range of depths for each seismic 
period and a variety of shear velocity profiles can fit observed phase velocity dispersion 
curves (Eaton et al. 2009).  The various forward modeling methods used in the analysis 
produce different potential LAB depths.  The geotherm-derived summary 1-D average 
shear velocity profile with a fast crust depicts the LAB at approximately 150km depth.  
This also the intersection of the geotherm with the mantle adiabat in the corresponding 
geotherm profiles.  The summary 1-D random average shear velocity earth model does 
not show a strong LVZ with depth.  One could argue that between 175 and 400 km depth, 
one exists but the variation is less than 0.1 km/s (Figure 21).  If we can assume that 
PREM and STW105 are excellent proxies for the 1-D shear velocity structure of the 
earth, then where the randomly-generated shear velocity earth models are greater than 
PREM/STW105, one can assume that it is still cratonic structure and not ambient 
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mantle/asthenosphere.  Where the two shear velocity profiles intersect, this would 
represent the approximate location of the LAB.  The summary 1-D random average shear 
velocity earth model intersects PREM at 215 km depth and STW105 at 270 km depth.  
The summary 1-D geotherm-derived average shear velocity intersects PREM at 215 km 
depth and approximately 300 km depth for STW105.  These depths represent a good 
range for the global 1-D average cratonic shear velocity.  At these depths, it would 
exclude the 100 km discontinuity identified by Rychert and Shearer (2009) as the LAB 
under cratons but rather some mid craton structure like the boundary between the 
chemical layer and the thermal boundary layer (Yuan and Romanowicz, 2010).  Where 
the summary 1-D random average shear velocity profiles intersect PREM/STW105 
asthenosphere the random shear velocity average is slower than both by 0.1 km/s.  This 
could represent a colder and thinner asthenosphere due to the significant distance cratons 
are from active upwelling and there significant thickness. 
 
7.5 REGIONAL VARIATIONS 
The global cratonic 1-D shear velocity averages represents the cratons from several 
continents (Figure 5 and 8).  The majority of the paths are from North America because 
of the overall size of the North American cratons and the great seismic receiver coverage.  
Smaller amounts of path coverage came from the Amazonian craton in South America, 
Kaapvaal, Tanzanian, and Zimbabwe cratons of Africa, and Pilbara, Yilgarn, and Gawler 
cratons in Australia (Artemieva and Mooney, 2001).  The resulting analysis of each of 
those major regions, along with the addition of Phanerozoic platforms are in the appendix 
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and represent 65%+ path coverage through cratons and the geotherm-derived shear 
velocities used in the analysis utilize a single mantle potential temperature of 1300 ºC. 
The global 1-D craton geotherm-derived shear velocity average represented the 
slowest geotherm 1-D shear velocity profile (Appendix A).  The African 1-D geotherm-
derived shear velocity profile was also slow and had the shallowest LVZ.  This is 
interpreted to be from the East-African Rift, either path-averaged contamination of the 
phase velocities or a thinning event.  The North American geotherm-derived 1-D shear 
velocity model looks similar to the Global model since the majority of the data came 
from this location.  Africa and Australia 1-D geotherm-derived shear velocity models 
have a less pronounced LVZ and they are also deeper at 175 and 200 km respectively. 
The 1-D averaged random shear velocity profiles for each region are just as varied.  
The North America 1-D averaged random shear velocity profile tracks a similar path as 
the global craton 1-D average random shear velocity but deviates at 150 km depth and 
remains faster and intersects STW105 at 325 km depth.  The South America 1-D average 
random shear velocity profile is faster at shallow depths and intersects STW105 at 250 
km depth.  The Africa 1-D average random shear velocity profile also intersects STW105 
at 250 km depth but is slower throughout.  The Australia 1-D average random shear 
velocity profile is a bit of an outlier having slow shear velocities at shallow depths but 
significantly faster at depths 100 – 250 km.  This most likely a resolution issue.  Very 
few paths traversed through the Australian cratons limiting coverage resulting in few 
phase velocity periods which could be analyzed and compared to the randomly-generated 
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and geotherm-derived phase velocities.  Overall, one can see a clear progression in 1-D 
shear velocity for each major craton area (Appendix A). 
 
7.6 FUTURE WORK 
Additional testing of the two methods can be done to reduce the uncertainty and 
strengthen the results.  The observed cratonic Rayleigh wave phase velocities were 
restricted to 65% and greater and 70% and greater for the global average.  This was done 
for cratons and cratons plus platforms (See appendix A) separately and did not take into 
account the combined pathway.  By analyzing the path coverage using the combined path 
coverage, one could increase the number of Rayleigh wave phase velocity paths per 
period and thus get closer to 100% path-averaged coverage across cratons and their 
younger counterparts.  If this methodology is still inadequate one can look at the 
observed Rayleigh wave phase velocity averages per period.  If, with increased path 
coverage, the phase velocities continue to increase, one could test the forward modeling 
matches within one standard deviation of the observed Rayleigh wave phase velocities 
but only on the fast side.  This could obviously reduce the number of matches but again 
could get us closer to resembling 100% path-averaged coverage. 
To test the necessity for a slow or fast crust and upper mantle, the forward 
modeling, as discussed above, can be performed in the depth range of 0 – 400 km and 
compared against the observed dataset.  The geotherm could also be re-analyzed at depths 
only below 100 km depth to reduce the dependence on the negative velocities required in 
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the geotherms.  The last test would be to more systematically test the geotherms by 
testing additional variables to attempt to increase the “a priori” coverage. 
 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
We present results from two forward-modeling approaches to estimating a global 
1-D model of shear velocity beneath cratons.  We generated 52,500 geotherm-derived 
shear velocity models (26,250 with a fast crust and 26,250 with a slow crust) and 80,000 
shear velocity models corresponding to random perturbations about the global 1-D 
models STW105.  Rayleigh wave phase velocity was predicted for all 1-D Earth models 
using MINEOS.  Fewer than one percent of the “a priori” models matched within one 
standard deviation of the observed phase velocities.  Both approaches require Earth 
models with shear velocities that are significantly faster than STW105 above 200 km 
depth in order to satisfy the observations.  The summary 1-D shear velocity averages 
from the geotherm and random models differ in the upper 100 km.  This is due to issues 
in the shear velocity parameterization which has difficulty not creating a LVZ with depth 
(Jackson and Faul, 2010); the LVZ is still faster than PREM/STW105.  In addition, the 
difference between the randomly generated and geotherm-generated summary 1-D shear 
velocity profiles must be due to factors other than temperature, such as composition and 
mineral grain size, and water.  A single grain size was considered throughout the 
geotherm calculation and olivine was used exclusively in the development of the shear 
wave parameterization.  Cratons are thought to have a dehydrated upper mantle and the 
geotherm-derived shear velocity used dry olivine in the parameterization.  Consideration 
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of these variables could dramatically change the shear velocity and issues involving the 
negative velocity gradient at shallow mantle depths.  Results indicate a lithosphere 
asthenosphere boundary at 200 – 250 km depth.  Surface waves are insensitive to sharp 
boundaries due to the varying sensitivity to with depths but one can assume that these 
depths shear velocities should be fairly homogeneous except where the cratons dip deep 
into the upper mantle.  Future focus will be on refining the 1-D forward models, 
constraining the difference in methods, and obtaining better pure-paths through cratons to 
eliminate any additional discrepancy in wave speed.   
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Table 1 
 % Paths Thru Cratons 
Period 60% 65% 70% 75% 
37.5 257 84 29 2 
40.1 271 91 36 2 
43.2 260 90 35 2 
46.8 262 86 34 2 
51.1 253 85 34 2 
56.2 243 85 33 2 
62.3 224 78 30 2 
69.4 200 71 27 2 
77.9 180 66 24 2 
87.9 163 61 25 2 
99.9 151 52 17 2 
114 124 44 16 1 
130.7 99 37 16 1 
150.6 80 31 13 0 
174.1 52 18 7 0 
202 35 9 3 0 
235 17 4 2 1 
274.2 12 3 1 1 
320.5 4 0 0 0 
375.5 0 0 0 0 
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Table 2 
 % Paths Thru Cratons 
Period 60% 65% 70% 75% 
 Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std 
37.5 3.7158 0.051 3.7272 0.0522 3.7439 0.0326 3.7642 0.0193 
40.1 3.9757 0.0566 3.9932 0.0544 4.0051 0.0350 4.0555 0.0214 
43.2 3.9947 0.0615 4.0121 0.0606 4.0265 0.0387 4.0555 0.0232 
46.8 4.0149 0.0656 4.0327 0.0644 4.0456 0.0425 4.0761 0.0243 
51.1 4.0329 0.069 4.0473 0.0704 4.0623 0.0468 4.0969 0.0245 
56.2 4.048 0.0749 4.0604 0.0763 4.0762 0.0521 4.1165 0.0250 
62.3 4.0723 0.0739 4.0838 0.0729 4.0949 0.0531 4.1335 0.0248 
69.4 4.0932 0.0720 4.1035 0.0719 4.1161 0.0471 4.148 0.0237 
77.9 4.1186 0.0627 4.1248 0.0671 4.1391 0.0314 4.1638 0.0217 
87.9 4.1413 0.0602 4.1482 0.0632 4.1584 0.0301 4.1854 0.0201 
99.9 4.1655 0.0565 4.1725 0.063 4.1855 0.0334 4.2125 0.0198 
114 4.2063 0.0551 4.2166 0.0599 4.2257 0.0318 4.2663 0 
130.7 4.2606 0.0516 4.2749 0.0522 4.2775 0.038 4.3238 0 
150.6 4.337 0.045 4.34 0.046 4.3418 0.0275 NaN NaN 
174.1 4.4505 0.0387 4.4602 0.0425 4.4555 0.0222 NaN NaN 
202 4.5951 0.0364 4.612 0.0449 4.6053 0.0349 NaN NaN 
235 4.8036 0.0294 4.8343 0.0179 4.8344 0.0058 4.8303 0 
274.2 5.1056 0.0355 5.1489 0.0514 5.2035 0 5.2035 0 
320.5 5.4678 0.069 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 
375.5 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 
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Table 3 
 65% Paths Thru Cratons 
Period NA SA AF AU 
 Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std 
37.5 3.7312 0.0514 3.7698 0.0222 3.7061 0.0548 3.6914 0.0168 
40.1 3.995 0.0531 4.0353 0.0266 3.9714 0.0641 3.9728 0.0305 
43.2 4.0165 0.0553 4.0547 0.0310 3.98 0.0974 4.0004 0.0355 
46.8 4.0364 0.0577 4.0757 0.0333 3.9942 0.089 4.0374 0.0339 
51.1 4.0496 0.0654 4.0941 0.0357 4.0117 0.0913 4.0633 0.0369 
56.2 4.0672 0.0698 4.1098 0.0404 4.0121 0.0918 4.0862 0.0407 
62.3 4.0984 0.0587 4.1292 0.046 4.029 0.0878 4.1074 0.0422 
69.4 4.1194 0.0529 4.1451 0.0442 4.0448 0.0914 4.128 0.0457 
77.9 4.1387 0.0461 4.1627 0.0417 4.0641 0.0877 4.1748 0.0084 
87.9 4.1622 0.0418 4.1794 0.0423 4.0942 0.0818 4.2014 0.0102 
99.9 4.1909 0.0425 4.1924 0.0369 4.1081 0.0751 4.2268 0.009 
114 4.2347 0.0414 4.2308 0.0326 4.1509 0.0732 4.2669 0.0125 
130.7 4.283 0.0431 4.3051 0.0401 4.2297 0.0571 4.3184 0.0168 
150.6 4.3496 0.042 4.349 0.0214 4.3153 0.0488 4.3912 0.0228 
174.1 4.4573 0.0483 4.4666 0.0128 4.4502 0.0338 4.5264 0 
202 4.6466 0.0561 4.5983 0.01 4.5929 0.0378 NaN NaN 
235 4.8343 0.0305 4.8303 0 4.8385 0 NaN NaN 
274.2 5.1216 0.0287 5.2035 0 NaN NaN NaN NaN 
320.5 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 
375.5 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 
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Table 4 
 65% Paths Thru Cratons 
Period NA SA AF AU 
37.5 57 6 18 3 
40.1 62 8 16 5 
43.2 60 8 17 5 
46.8 59 8 15 4 
51.1 57 8 16 4 
56.2 55 8 18 4 
62.3 47 7 20 4 
69.4 42 7 18 4 
77.9 40 7 16 3 
87.9 35 7 16 3 
99.9 30 6 13 3 
114 26 6 10 2 
130.7 21 5 9 2 
150.6 15 3 11 2 
174.1 10 2 5 1 
202 3 2 4 0 
235 2 1 1 0 
274.2 2 1 0 0 
320.5 0 0 0 0 
375.5 0 0 0 0 
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Table 5 
 Low Var3 Var5 Rud1 Base 
UC heat Production (µWm
-3
) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 1.8 
LC heat production (µWm
-3
) 0.25 1 0.25 0.6 0.25 
Mantle Heat Production (µWm
-3
) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 
Thermal Conductivity (Wm
-1
K
-1
) 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.5 
Surface Heat Flow (mWm
-2
) 25  30  35  40  45  50  55 
Mantle Potential Temperature (C) 1275 : 25 : 1500 
Crustal thickness (km) 30  35  40  45  50 
Grain Size (mm) 1  50  100 
Seismic Period (s) 1  25  50  100  200 
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Table 6 
 
 Depth (km) Variation Type % Change Starting Model 
1 40 – 250 Constant 20% PREM 
2 20 – 300 Constant 20% PREM 
3 10 – 400 Constant 20% PREM 
4 40 – 250 Random 5% PREM 
5 20 – 300 Random 5% PREM 
6 10 – 400 Random 5% PREM 
7 40 – 250 Random 10% PREM 
8 20 – 300 Random 10% PREM 
9 10 – 400 Random 10% PREM 
10 40 – 250 Random 15% PREM 
11 20 – 300 Random 15% PREM 
12 10 – 400 Random 15% PREM 
13 40 – 250 Random 20% PREM 
14 30 – 300 Random 20% PREM 
15 10 – 400 Random 20% PREM 
16 40 – 250 Random 30% PREM 
17 30 – 300 Random 30% PREM 
18 10 – 400 Random 30% PREM 
19 40 – 250 Polynomial 20% PREM 
20 30 – 300 Polynomial 20% PREM 
21 10 – 400 Polynomial 20% PREM 
22 40 – 250 Polynomial 30% PREM 
23 30 – 300 Polynomial 30% PREM 
24 10 – 400 Polynomial 30% PREM 
25 24.4 – 200 Pinned Polynomial 20% STW105 
26 24.4 – 300 Pinned Polynomial 20% STW105 
27 24.4 – 400 Pinned Polynomial 20% STW105 
28 24.4 – 500 Pinned Polynomial 20% STW105 
29 24.4 – 200 Pinned Polynomial 30% STW105 
30 24.4 – 300 Pinned Polynomial 30% STW105 
31 24.4 – 400 Pinned Polynomial 30% STW105 
32 24.4 – 500 Pinned Polynomial 30% STW105 
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Table 7 
 
 Low Var3 Var5 Rud1 Base 
A Priori 5250 5250 5250 5250 5250 
A
 
P
o
st
er
io
ri
 Geotherm 
Crust (1 std) 
All 5 10 0 0 10 
Match 5 10 0 0 10 
PREM 
Crust (1 std) 
All 5 25 35 15 15 
Match 5 25 35 15 15 
 
 
 
Table 8 
 
 A Priori A Posteriori 
24.4 – 200 km 20000 34 
24.4 – 300 km 20000 4 
24.4 – 400 km 20000 15 
24.4 – 500 km 20000 8 
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APPENDIX A 
In addition to the global craton model at 75%+ coverage, regional models were 
also generated using the same process but at 65%+ coverage.  The regional models 
completed were for the cratons in North America, South America, Africa, and Australia 
(Figure 1 and 3).  The combined results were discussed briefly above.  Below are the 
individual regional results.  For each region, the geotherm and random “a posteriori” 
results, the calculated 1-D shear velocity models, and average 1-D shear velocity model 
are shown.  The figures are as follows: 
 
Figure 29 – Global craton model results at 65%+ coverage.  (1) are the “a posteriori” 
geotherm results for Low, Var3, Var5, Rud1, and Base.  (2) are the “a posteriori” random 
results.  A is depths 24.4 – 200 km, B is depths 24.4 – 300 km, C is depths 24.4 – 400 
km, and D is depths 24.4 – 500 km.  (3) are the calculated 1-D shear velocity models 
from the geotherm (3A) and random (3B) “a posteriori” results.   
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Figure 30 – Global craton plus platform results at 65%+ coverage.  (1) are the “a 
posteriori” geotherm results for Low, Var3, Var5, Rud1, and Base.  (2) are the “a 
posteriori” random results.  A is depths 24.4 – 200 km, B is depths 24.4 – 300 km, C is 
depths 24.4 – 400 km, and D is depths 24.4 – 500 km.  (3) are the calculated 1-D shear 
velocity models from the geotherm (3A) and random (3B) “a posteriori” results.   
Figure 31 – Average 1-D shear velocity model of global cratons and cratons plus 
platforms.  Geotherm profiles are solid lines and random profiles are dashed.  The results 
of Global cratons at 70% coverage are included for comparison. 
Figure 32 – North America craton model results.  (1) are the “a posteriori” geotherm 
results for Low, Var3, Var5, Rud1, and Base.  (2) are the “a posteriori” random results.  
A is depths 24.4 – 200 km, B is depths 24.4 – 300 km, C is depths 24.4 – 400 km, and D 
is depths 24.4 – 500 km.  (3) are the calculated 1-D shear velocity models from the 
geotherm (3A) and random (3B) “a posteriori” results.   
Figure 33 – North America cratons plus platform model results.  (1) are the “a posteriori” 
geotherm results for Low, Var3, Var5, Rud1, and Base.  (2) are the “a posteriori” random 
results.  A is depths 24.4 – 200 km, B is depths 24.4 – 300 km, C is depths 24.4 – 400 
km, and D is depths 24.4 – 500 km.  (3) are the calculated 1-D shear velocity models 
from the geotherm (3A) and random (3B) “a posteriori” results.   
Figure 34 – Average 1-D shear velocity model of North America cratons and cratons 
plus platforms.  Geotherm profiles are the solid red (cratons) and blue (cratons plus 
platforms) lines and random profiles are dashed.   
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Figure 35 – South America craton model results.  (1) are the “a posteriori” geotherm 
results for Low, Var3, Rud1, and Base.  There are no matches to Var5.  (2) are the “a 
posteriori” random results.  A is depths 24.4 – 200 km, B is depths 24.4 – 300 km, C is 
depths 24.4 – 400 km, and D is depths 24.4 – 500 km.  (3) are the calculated 1-D shear 
velocity models from the geotherm (3A) and random (3B) “a posteriori” results.   
Figure 36 – South America cratons plus platform model results.  (1) are the “a posteriori” 
geotherm results for Low, Var3, Var5, Rud1, and Base.  (2) are the “a posteriori” random 
results.  A is depths 24.4 – 200 km, B is depths 24.4 – 300 km, C is depths 24.4 – 400 
km, and D is depths 24.4 – 500 km.  (3) are the calculated 1-D shear velocity models 
from the geotherm (3A) and random (3B) “a posteriori” results.   
Figure 37 – Average 1-D shear velocity model of South America cratons and cratons 
plus platforms.  Geotherm profiles are the solid red (cratons) and blue (cratons plus 
platforms) lines and random profiles are dashed.   
Figure 38 – Africa craton model results.  (1) are the “a posteriori” geotherm results for 
Low, Var3, Var5, Rud1, and Base.  (2) are the “a posteriori” random results.  A is depths 
24.4 – 200 km, B is depths 24.4 – 300 km, C is depths 24.4 – 400 km, and D is depths 
24.4 – 500 km.  (3) are the calculated 1-D shear velocity models from the geotherm (3A) 
and random (3B) “a posteriori” results.   
Figure 39 – Africa cratons plus platform model results.  (1) are the “a posteriori” 
geotherm results for Low, Var3, Var5, Rud1, and Base.  (2) are the “a posteriori” random 
results.  A is depths 24.4 – 200 km, B is depths 24.4 – 300 km, C is depths 24.4 – 400 
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km, and D is depths 24.4 – 500 km.  (3) are the calculated 1-D shear velocity models 
from the geotherm (3A) and random (3B) “a posteriori” results.   
Figure 40 – Average 1-D shear velocity model of Africa cratons and cratons plus 
platforms.  Geotherm profiles are the solid red (cratons) and blue (cratons plus platforms) 
lines and random profiles are dashed.   
Figure 41 – Australia craton model results.  (1) are the “a posteriori” geotherm results for 
Low, Var3, Var5, and Rud1.  There are no matches to Base.  (2) are the “a posteriori” 
random results.  A is depths 24.4 – 200 km, B is depths 24.4 – 300 km, C is depths 24.4 – 
400 km, and D is depths 24.4 – 500 km.  (3) are the calculated 1-D shear velocity models 
from the geotherm (3A) and random (3B) “a posteriori” results.   
Figure 42 – Average 1-D shear velocity model of Australia cratons.  Geotherm profiles 
are the solid red (cratons) and random profiles are dashed.  There were no platform paths 
for the cratons in western Australia.   
Figure 43 – Model results of all phase velocities as described in section 3.4.  (1) are the 
“a posteriori” random results.  A is depths 24.4 – 200 km, B is depths 24.4 – 300 km, C is 
depths 24.4 – 400 km, and D is depths 24.4 – 500 km.  (2) is the calculated 1-D shear 
velocity models from the random “a posteriori” results.  No geotherm calculations were 
conducted as our methodology was specific to cratons and not a global geotherm. 
Figure 44 – Comparison of all the average 1-D geotherm shear velocity models for 
cratons.  The global 1-D model with 70% coverage is used in-place of the 65% model. 
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Figure 45 - Comparison of all the average 1-D geotherm shear velocity models for 
cratons plus platforms.  The global 1-D model with 70% coverage is used in-place of the 
65% model. 
Figure 46 – Comparison of all the average 1-D random shear velocity models for 
cratons.  The global 1-D model with 70% coverage is used in-place of the 65% model.  A 
1-D shear velocity for all continental paths is included titled “Land”.  “SubGL” refers to 
the global model with 65% coverage.  PREM, “Land”, and “All” are dashed lines.  All 
others are solid lines. 
Figure 47 – Comparison of all the average 1-D random shear velocity models for cratons 
plus platforms.  “Globe” refers to the 1-D model with 65% coverage while “subGL” 
refers to a global model of cratons and platforms but with reduced platform phase 
velocity input over Asia (Figure 3).  PREM is a dashed line.  All other lines are solid. 
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